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Short Description

The SteelSeries headset features 50mm drivers with a remarkably wide frequency response that delivers rich and detailed audio
reproduction. The headset delivers a clean and clear soundscape from mood setting music to critical 3D positional sounds and
alerts. The headset offers two interchangeable ear-cushions that provide long-lasting comfort: Open-type cloth covered foam ear-
cushions with hear-through functionality and closed-type leather ear-cushions with noise dampening foam that increases passive
noise isolation.

 

Description

Product Details:
The SteelSeries headset features 50mm drivers with a remarkably wide frequency response that delivers rich and detailed audio
reproduction. The headset delivers a clean and clear soundscape from mood setting music to critical 3D positional sounds and
alerts. The headset offers two interchangeable ear-cushions that provide long-lasting comfort: Open-type cloth covered foam ear-
cushions with hear-through functionality and closed-type leather ear-cushions with noise dampening foam that increases passive
noise isolation.

The SteelSeries 7H USB version provides 7.1 virtual surround and ensures gamers the exact same sound and settings no matter
where they are in the world or at what computer they are playing. Its USB soundcard provides preset optimized profiles for both
gaming and music genres as well as environmental settings that can be changed for quiet at home atmospheres to louder LAN
party or tournament events. Users can personalize even more by tweaking these settings with its 12 channel equalizer.

The SteelSeries 7H USB can also be dismantled in 4 separate pieces, which allows for compact and easy transportation.

The right ear-cup features an "invisible" pull-out unidirectional microphone system, that can be discretely hidden when not in use.
The durable braided cord includes built-in volume and microphone controls.
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Features

Features:

7.1 virtual surround sound
Interchangeable ear-cushions for both hear-through cloth and noise dampening leather
50 mm driver units provide rich and detailed audio reproduction
Pull-out, "invisible" microphone
Travel friendly and can be dismantled into 4 separate pieces

Specifications

Specifications:
Headphones

Frequency response: 18 - 28.000 Hz
Impedance: 32 Ohm
SPL@ 1kHz, 1 Vrms: 112 dB
Cable length: 1,0 + 2,0 = 3,0 m (9,8 ft.)
Jacks: 3,5 mm

 

Microphone

Frequency response: 50 - 16.000 Hz
Pick up pattern: Uni-directional
Sensitivity: -38 dB

Soundcard

USB: 2.0
Surround sound: Virtual 7.1
Equalizer: 12 channels
Jack: 2 x 3,5 mm (USB cable included)
Operating systems: Win XP/Vista/Win 2000/Win 98/Win ME
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Additional Information

Brand Steelseries

SKU 61051SS-D

Weight 4.0000

Special Price $112.49


